ll black 'coase..valive' disseals
Busing and affirmative action may be pet crusades of orthodox liberals,
but, a black scholar contends, neither in fact does much real good .

the decision was justifiably hailed as the climax
of a struggle of many decades against Jim Crow
laws and gross discrimination in the availability
of public services, including education as a crucial
Being a black "conservative" is perhaps not
necessity. Two more decades of bad faith, foot
considered as bizarre as being a transvestite,
dragging and evasions produced ever tighter
but it is certainly considered more strange than
judicial control, culminating in court-ordered
being a vegetarian or a bird watcher. Recently
busing to achieve racial "balance." In short, we
a network television program contacted me
have arrived at a position that was not implicit
because they had an episode coming up that
in the original decision, and in many ways goes
included a black conservative as one of the
counter to the original concern for insuring
characters, and they wanted me to come down
individual constitutional rights without regard
to the studio so that their writers and actors
to color or other group characteristics.
could observe such an exotic being in the flesh.
The prevailing liberal orthodoxy insists that
Am I a black conservative? It is hard enough
busing
is essential for black children to receive
to know what a "liberal" or a "conservative"
their constitutional rights-and that they are to
is, without the additional racial modifications.
have their rig~ts if it kills them. King Solomon
Supposedly a "conservative" is satisfied with
is said to have chosen the true mother of a
the status quo, but in more than 40 years
disputed infant by asking the two women conof listening to people, ranging from welfare
cerned whether each would agree to having the
recipients to the President of the United States,
baby cut in half to satisfy their rival claims. It
I have never come across this mythical being
was
perhaps the first confrontation between
who is satisfied with the status quo. I know
principles of humanity and statistical "balance."
of no statistical research, or even casual obserFortunately, King Solomon did not rely on
vations, that would lead to the conclusion that
.. H.E.W. guidelines for a solution.
so-called "conservatives" are more content,
~
Remarkably little attention has been paid to
complacent or less outraged than people who
J: the black children who are supposed to benefit
carry the label "liberal." Some of the angriest
~ from busing. Certainly, little attention has been
people I know are called "moderates." Since
'----------"=-___.....__ _...__'"""'____:__ __, ~ paid to the facts about their educational or
truth-in-labeling laws do not apply to politics,
The author: "How unusual is a 'black conservative'?"
psychological well-being before or after courtthere is little that can be done about all this.
ordered "integration." It was assumed from the
Once it is realized that "liberal" and "conoutset in 1954 that separate schools are inherently inferior. Anyone familiar
servative" are simply arbitrary designations for opposing political teams
with the history of numerous all-Jewish or all-Oriental schools could have
(more elegant but no more meaningful than "Dodgers" and "Mets"), we can
exposed this for the sheer nonsense it was, and there are also a number of
turn to the substance of the issues between them. From this point of view, a
all-black schools that would have exposed this fallacy. All-black Dunbar
so-called "conservative" is nothing more than a dissenter from the prevailing
High School in Washington had an average I.Q. of 111 in 1939, compared with
liberal orthodoxy. A "radical" would simply be someone who carries the
Liberal orthodoxy to further extremes.
the national average of 100--and this 15 years before sociological stereotypes
were enshrined as the "law of the land."
Why would a black man dissent from the prevailing liberal orthodoxy, and
The really crucial assumption behind involuntary busing is that some
especially on such racial issues as busing, "affirmative action" and the like?
tangible benefit will result-presumably to black children, but, one would
The question itself shows how pervasively the mass media have stereotyped
hope, to white children as well, and to the cause of racial understanding
and filtered the news. Most black people oppose busing. Polls that showed a
and mutual respect. The hard evidence does not support any of •these
black majority in favor of busing a few years ago have begun to show black
assumptions. One can select isolated pieces of data to support the asswnppluralities and, finally, an absolute majority of blacks against busing. What
is rare is to see any black opponent of busing in the media. The media-created
tions, but at least as much evidence can be found showing declining
black "spokesman" usually shares media-created values. The impression
academic performances, lower self-esteem by black children and greater
is insinuated that such "spokesmen" represent the "grass roots," or "auracial antagonism on the part of both black and white children after busing
is imposed.
thentic" ghetto blacks, while black dissenters from the ·liberal orthodoxy are
from a remote "middle class" fringe. This impression must be insinuated,
Busing is not a policy but a crusade. For a policy, one can ask, "Does it
because there is little evidence for it-and a tremendous amount of evidence
work?'' "At what cost?" "What is the human impact?" For a crusade, the
to the contrary. Many of the most fiery "militants" are middle-class Negroes
relevant questions are: "Whose side are you on?" "Is your courage failing?"
now trying to Jive down their past by being blacker-than-thou, like tnre converts.
"Can we dishonor the sacrifices of those who went before by turning back
When the Supreme Court struck down state-imposed segregation in 1954,
now?'' The last thing a crusader wants to hear is cost-benefit analysis. And
if the crusader is a white liberal whose own children are in private schools,
hts courage knows no bounds.
Thomas Sowell is a fellow at the Center for Advanced Study in the Be'tavioral Sciences at Stanford, Calif., and the author of "Race and Economics."
One of the last refuges of those who admit the sorry academic and social
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and chemical consumption of modem agriculture.
Their shared vision-a beady futuristic glimpse for
some, a frankly nostalgic yearning for others---45
one of a land of small, mostly self-sufficient communities in which most people live closer to nature
and farther from the products, pressures and toxins
of industry. The vision bas an evident appeal in
these times. It has been arduously pursued in recent
years by back-to-the-land ~ndustrial dropouts and
less arduously fantasized about by others through
the pages of thriving publications such as Mother
Earth News, Organic Gardening, The Whole Earth
Catalog. Most of the accouterments of tbe New
Alchemists-solar beating systems, geodesic domes,
windmills, compost heaps-have become familiar
icons by Iiow to a sizable subculture. But the New
Alchemists, probably more than any other group,
have brought a high degree of expertise, organization and implementation to their quest, and, in the
process, they have accumulated an increasingly
respectable following for both their visionary ends
and their down~to-earth means.
Tireir Cape Cod center, on 12 rented acres in tlhe
town of Falmouth, has itself turned into such
a popular attraction, a New Age Mecca of sorts,
that the New Alchemists have restricted publi<:
visits to summer Saturdays in order to be able
to get enough work done the rest of the time.
Upward of 100 people often show up on these
open days, and this amounts to more than six times
as many visitors as there are staff in the small,
young, struggling organization.
The New Alchemy Institute •has been in existence
only seven years, Jess than five at its current size
and site, and never far from the edge of financial
desperation. The "Aichies," (Continued on Page 30)
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New Alchemist founder Johll Todd (left) surveys
his dome. All the structures at the New Alchemists'
Cape Cod complex-power-generating windmill
(top), food-growing geodesic dome (bottom left),
aquaculture tubes (bottom right)-are designed to
incorporate, .rather-than destroy, the gifts of nature.
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record of involuntary busing is the so-called "hostage" theory of integration.
firmative action" has that net effect, just as there is very little hard evidence
According to this view, the only chance black children have for getting a
that busing benefits black schoolchildren. Black income as a percentage of
fair share of educational resources is to be mixed in with white children, so
white income reached its peak in 1970-tbe year before mandatory quotas
that discrimination is thwarted. This assumes that it is easier for courts to
("goals and timetables") were established-and has been below that level ever
control racial "balance"-in the face of "white flight"-than to control
since (due largely to the recession). In short, blacks achieved the economic advances of the 1960's once the worst forms of discrimination were outlawed,
dollars and cents paid from a central fund. It also assumes a greater
educational effect from differences in per-pupil expenditures than existing
and the only additional effect of quotas was to un~ermine the legitimacy of
stU<lles substantiate.
bla::k achievements by making them look like gifts from the Government.
Finally, there is the simple vested interest of civil-rights lawyers and
Undoubtedly, here and there some individuals have gotten jobs they
leaders who have a heavy personal stake in pursuing the courses of action
would never -have been eligible for otherwise. ·aut however striking such exthat brought them success and prominence in the past. There is nothing
amples might be, the overall picture depends on two other factors--what
peculiar in this. It is, in fact, all too human. Generals have long been known
proportion of the labor force such people constitute, and the extent to which
for fighting the last war. ln view of history, it may be too much to expect
"affirmative action" has the offsetting consequence of actually reducing job
any organization to stop on a dime and then head off in another direction in
opportunities for minority or female applicants. Since quotas apply not only to
high gear. But it is not too much to expect the rest of us to be able to see
hiring but also to pay and promotion, some employers choose to avoid later
when a given approach has made its contribution, served its purpose and
problems by minimizing the initial hiring of nonwhite or female applicants.
become counterproductive. We certainly need not repeat the mistake of
This is parti!oularly true where there is a substantial risk that any applicant
Vietnam by sacrificing the younger generation to spare leaders the embarrass-of whatever race or sex-may have to be let go later on. For example, in
ment or Josmg race.
the academic world, the "up-or-out" promotion system means that the top
The question may once have been "segregation" versus "integration'' but
universities are' constantly firing many junior faculty members at the end of
it is that no longer. Neither Federal, state nor local government may
their contracts, without any explicit "fa!Ult" being alleged. The legal and polisegregate any longer. "Racial balance," however, is in most cases a
tical dangers in applying th1s policy to minorities and women give
universities an incentive either to avoid hiring
will-o'-the-wisp, as changing neighborhoods,
minorities and women or to sidetrack them into
private schools and exodus to the suburbs repeatedly defeat the numerical goals of busing. In
special administrative jobs where this policy
does not apply. Other industries also create
some cases, there is more racial separation in the
"special" or "token" jobs for similar reasons,
classroom after years of busing than before. As
with the same net effect of reducing the career
for "integration" in some more meaningful social
prospects of minorities and women-as a result
and psychological sense, going beyond racial body
count, compulsory transportation is the least
of Government pressures designed to ·h ave the
opposite effect.
likely process for achieving that goal. It is a
tragic commentary on the liberals' misunderDespite a tendency to consider women as a
standing of their fellow human beings that they
hampioning the
"minority," both the history and the present
cannot grasp the difference between the effects
situation of women are quite different. Convantaged is not only an
of voluntary interracial association and involun·
trary to a fictitious history about having come
tary placement in the same buildings. It is true
a long way, baby, women today have less repinspiration
but
an
occupation.
that, prior to the 1954 Supreme Court decision,
resentation in many high-level positions than
much evidence showed greater tolerance and
To be blunt, the poor are a
30 or 40 years ago. In earlier times, women
better educational results for black children when
made up a higher proportion of doctors, academgold mine. By the time they are
going to schools-usually neighborhood schools
ics, people in Who's Who, and in professional,
-with white youngsters. But these were black
technical and managerial positions generally. If
studied, advised, experimented
and white schoolchildren who chose to live and
you plot on a graph the proportion of women
go to school in the same neighborhood, and who
with and administered, the
in high-level jobs over the past several decades,
grew up around one another-not strangers conand on a parallel graph the number of babies
poor have helped many a
fronting strangers in an atmosphere of compulper woman, you will see almost an exact mirror
sion, anxiety and heightened racial defensiveness.
image. That is, as women got married earlier and
middle-class liberal
· earlier and had more and more babies, their
The grand delusion of contemporary liberals
to
achieve
affluence
with
·
careers declined. In recent times, as the "baby
is that they have both the right and the ability
boom"
passed and both marriage rates and childto move their fellow creatures around like blocks
Government money.
bearing
declined, women have started moving
of wood-and that the end results will be no
back up the occupational ladder relative to men
different than if people had voluntarily chosen
-though in many cases not yet achieving the
the same actions. It is essentially a denial of
relative position they held in the 1930's. This
other people's humanity. It is a healthy sign
upturn was apparent before "affirmative action" quotas.
that those ass}gned these subhuman roles have bitterly resented it, though it
If you go beyond the sweeping comparisons of "men and women" that
may ultimately prove a social and political catastrophe if their anger at
are so popular, it is clear that marriage and childbearing have more to do
judicial and bureaucratic heavy-handedness finds a target in blacks as scapewith women's career prospects than employer discrimination. In 1970-begoats.
fore mandatory "goals and timetables"-single women in their 30's who
The same statistical approach to human problems found in the busing
had worked continuously since high school averaged higher earnings than
controversy is applied to the labor market in the Federal "affirmative action"
single men in ~!heir 30's who had worked continuously since high school. In
program. There is also the same heavy reliance on assumptions, the same disthe academic world, single women with Ph.D.'s achieved the rank of full
regard of facts and the same crusading assurance that whatever one does in
professor more often than single men who received their Ph.D.'s at the same
a Jl()ble cause is right.
time-and this again, before quotas.
One of tihe first things that is done in many noble causes is lying.
"Affirmative action" is no exception. The racial, ethnic and sex quotas that
These are among the many facts ignored by proponents of "affirmaare set under "affirmative-action" hiring are denied by calling them "goals"
tive action." Such facts are relevant to policy but they do not support a
crusade, which requires an identifiable enemy, such as male chauvinist
and attempting to make elaborate scholastic distinctions between the two.
employers. A much stronger case can be made that career women are dis·
We are told that "goals" are not "really" quotas because goals are flexible
criminated against in the home, where they are expected to carry most of
while quotas are rigid. But this revision of the English language ignores both
the domestic burdens, regardless of their jobs. But there is no crusade to
facts and usage. "Quota" is no new or exotic word the liberal missionaries
mount, and no political mileage to be made, from advising women to go home
must explain to the heathen. There are immigration quotas, import quotas,
and tell their husbands to shape up....Both messiahs and politicians have to be
production quotas and all kinds of other quotas-and whether those quotas
able to promise people something, and very often that involves misstating
happen to be met or not during a particular time period, no one denies that
the original problem, in order to make the promise sound plausible.
they are quotas. Quotas are quantitative rather than qualitative criteria.
Everybody knows that, and that is precisely what critics object to.
The grand assumption that body count proves discrimination proceeds
"Affirmative adion" quotas are supp;>sed to compensate minorities and
as if people would be evenly distributed in the absence of deliberate barriers.
women for past injustices, but before any benefit can compensate anybody for
There isn'•t a speck of evidence for this assumption, and there is a mountain
of evidence against it. Even in activities wholly (Continued on Page 43)
anything, it must first be a benefit! There is very little hard evidence that "af-
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Pareat caul Child

Neither witch aor good laky
By Brenda Maddox
Every year at least half a million
Americans marry someone who is a
parent already. When people go into
a second or subsequent marriage, they
are full of great hopes of improving
on the past. Unfortunately, these do
not always turn out to be realisticespecially when children are involved.

According to the informal calculation of Dr. Paul Glick, senior demographer in the Census Bureau's population division, in 1970 about one out
of every eight children in the United
States was a stepchild. Yet. nobody
really knows what makes a good-stepparent. There is only one rule most
stepparents say they are conscious of:
Do not be cruel and justify the wicked
stepparent myth. But that is hardly
enough to guide anybody through the
burly-burly of family life.
When some years ago I married a
widower with two young children, I
thought I was going to be a good stepmother. I was 28 and virtually the only
one among -my friends who did not
already have children. My stepchildren
seemed a bonus, a chance to make four
people happy instead of two.
And the children-a boy of eight
and a girl of five-really needed me.
Not only had their own mother committed suicide. but they had gone
Brenda Maddox is the author of
"The Half-Parent: Living with Other
People's Children."
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Even with the best will in the world,
stepparents often find it difficult to love
a stepchild- and vice versa.

through some very difficult years before she died. when, because of alcoholism and depression, she could
hardly cook or clean the house. By the
time I came on the scene, everybody
--even their grandparents-seemed
eager to make a new start.
But things did not work out as I
had imagined. The children knew far
more about running their household
than I did, and they let me know it.
I hadn't a clue how to settle a fight,
and they fought all day long. They
ate candy nonstop and resisted the
idea of mealtimes. When they did consent to sit down and eat, they either
complained about the food or asked
for more than I had prepared.
One day they and some of their
friends attacked a bowl of oranges.
First they ate the oranges; then they
threw the pulpy sklns at the newly
painted walls. "You've painted the
walls all white," my stepdaughter
accused me, "and we (she and her
brother) don't like white!" During the
first Christmas vacation after the wed-

ding. when the weather was grey and
the children began fighting before
breakfast, I ran after my husband as
he was setting off for work. "You can't
leave me here with those children,"
I wept.
I felt so guilty. Wasn't motherhood
what I had said I wanted? After two
years had passed, and I wasn't any
closec to •<winning them over;• as stepmothers in the movies always manage
to do, I began to think I might be too
inflexible to be a mother. But like
many other doubters, I went ahead
and bad a baby anyway and, again,
what a surprise! If you wrote off the
first few weeks, motherhood was easy.

Ironically, some of the credit for
the ease with which I parented my
own child belonged to my stepchildren.
From them, I had learned that children
are with you 24 hours a day, that they
have a lot to give (often sheer information) as well as to demand, and that
just when you think you can't take
it any more, they make you laugh.
Because of them, my first baby was

spared many of the horrors of being
first.
Unfortunately, the benefits never
flowed the other way. Becoming a
good mother did not make me a better
stepmother. My stepchildren were
always a jump ahead of me. Just as
I began to get a glimpse of what
a 10- or 12-year-old was like, they
turned adolescent. I was never confident about making decisions concerning them. .,Yes,. always sounded too
permissive, ..no" too reproving and
stepmotherly. Those teen-age, after
midnight telephone call9-.,Can I stay
all night at the party because I can't
get a ride home?''- always seemed to
come when their father was away.

My stepchildren are grown up now,
educated, pleased with themselves,
very fond of their half brother and
haif sister (terms they never use). And
the three of us have become quite
friendly. But the truth is that while
we lived under the same roof, we
never really got along. Into their late
teens, they still would whirl on me
when I made some request and say,
..This is not your house! It's Dad's
house!., They never acknowledged my
authority over them, although they
relentlessly demanded I perform all
the maternal duties. For my part, I
could never see their problems from
their point of view~ They always
seemed to be getting at me.
Why? Part of the problem, obviously,
was ourselves. I was immature and
inexperienced. And they had been hurt
by their early years. Yet. as 1 began to
talk with other (Continued on Page 18)
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A black disseals
Continued from Page 15

within each individual's control, people are not evenly
distributed: The choices made
as to what television programs to watch, what games
to play, what songs to listen
to, what candidates to vote
for, all show the enormous impact of social, cultural, religious and other factors. Onefourth of the professional
hockey players in the United
States come from one
state;* more than a quarter of all American Nobel
prize winners are Jewish;
more than half of all professional basketball stars are
black. Can one state discriminate against the other
49? Can Jews stop Gentiles from getting Nobel
prizes, 9r blacks keep whites
out of basketball? Obviously
there are reasons of climate,
tradition and interest that
cause some groups' attention
to be drawn strongly toward
some activities, and that of
other groups toward other activities. It need not even involve "ability." Some goups
that have been tremendously
successful in some activities
have been utter failures in
other activities requiring no
more talent. Even such an
economically successful urban group as American Jews
had an unbroken string of financial disasters in farming,
while ·immigrants from a
peasant background succeeded, even though peasant
immigrants could not begin to
match the Jews' performance
in an urban setting. As a noted historian once said, "We
do not live in the past, but
the past in us."
It takes no imagination at
all to ·see the heavy weight
of the past among both mi·
norities and women. Even
those minority and female individuals who are able to take
advantage of higher educational opportunities do not
specialize in the same fields
as others, but disproportionately choose such fields as
education and the humanities
-where most people are
poorly paid, regardless of sex
or race. There are good ·historical explanations for such
choices, but these are not
necessarily good economic
reasons. However, unless we
are prepared to deny free
choice to the supposed beneficiaries of "affirmative action," it is arbitrary social
dogma to expect an even distribution of results.

Should we do nothing? That
is the bogeyman of unbridled
discrimination that "affirma
tive-action" spokesmen try to
scare us with. But we were
not doing "nothing" before
quotas came in. The decade
of the 1960's saw some of the
strongest antidiscrimination
laws passed anywhere, backed
up by changing public opinion
and by a new awareness and
militancy among minorities
and women. The dramatic improvement in the economic
position of blacks was just
one fruit of these developments. Despite the tendency
of "affirmative action" pro··
ponents to conjure up images
of discrimination in decades
past, the question is, what
existed just before the quotas,
and what has happened since?
That is the relevant question,
and the answer shows a
mountain laboring to bring
forth a mouse-and often not
succeeding. As we have seen,
the ratio of black income to
white income bas never been
as high since mandatory
quotas as it was just before
such "goals and timetables."
Why is "affirmative action"
~o ineffective, despite all the
turor it stirs up? Simply because its shotgu.n statistical
approach hits the just and the
unjust alike. Just as the crime
does no< consist of demonstrable
discrimination
against someone, but of a
failure to meet governmental
preconceptions, so the punishment does not usually consist
of penalties imposed at the
end of some adjudicatory
process but of having to go
through the process itself. For
example, the University of
Michigan had to spend $350,000 just to collect statistics
for "affirmative action." For
all practical purposes, that is
the same as being assessed a
$350,000 fine without either a·
charge or proof of anything.
Most "affirmative action" proceedings do not end up in
proof of guilt or innocence, or ,
in any penalty, though many
end up settled by "peace with
honor" in the form of elaborate plans. with good inten·
tions spelled out in statistical
detail: 1.3 more black accountants per year, 2.7 morEl
female chemists, etc. If King
Solomon had operated under
"affirmative
action,"
he
would have promised each
woman 0.5 children, and gone
back to business as usual.
It has long been known that
(Continued on Page 45)
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continued from Page 43

the road to hell is paved with
good intentions, and that is
where they lead in this case.
And since many of the quotas
were virtually impossible of
achievement from the outset,
there is even less reason than
usual to expect much from ·
such statements under such
pressures. Just as in television
the medium is the message,
so under "affirmative action"
the process is the penalty.
And since this penalty falls on
the guilty and the innocent
alike, it provides no reason
for even the worst bigot to
change. Nor will it exempt
even the purest heart from the
harassments of bureaucrats.
Indiscriminate penalties do
not produce change but only
resentment. As in the case of
busing, resentment against
Government heavy- handedness is often misplaced as

hostility to the supposed
beneficiaries. The fact that
there is really very little benefit to any group only completes this tragic farce.
0

One of the reasons why
many programs that don't
work still keep going strong
is that they sound so noble.
Moreover, championing the
disadvantaged is not only an
inspiration but an occupation. To be blunt, the poor are
a gold mine. By the time they
are studied, advised, experimented with and administered, the poor have helped
many a middle-class liberal to
achieve affluence with Government money. The total
amount of money the Government spends on its many
"antipoverty" efforts is three
times what would be required
to lift every man, woman and
child in America above the official poverty line by simply

Solutions to last week•s puzzles

---• sending money to the poor.
Obviously, there are a lot of
middlemen who get theirs: administrators, researchers, consultants, staffers, etc. These
are the army of people who
"take care" of the poor in a
variety of ways. Such caretakers are the modem equivalent
of the missionaries who came
to do good and stayed to do
well. It is no accident that the
highest income counties in the
United States are in the suburbs of Washington, D.C.
Poverty is the cause of much
• of that affluence.
Central to the costly "caretaker» approach to helping
the poor-by paying money to
someone else--is an image of
the poor as too helpless to
make it with mere money. A
p:cture is said to be worth
a thousand words, but this
particular image is worth billions of dollars to the caretaker class. Public resentment at
the tax cost of the "antipoverty.. establishment takes the
form of disenchantment with
the poor and minorities,
though most of the money
ends up in the pockets of people who are neither.
Like every army, the army
of caretakers requires both
material and moral support.
The taxpayers supply the material support. The moral
support comes from those

who accept the image of the
helpless poor and who project
that image-and the corresponding "need" for caretakers-through the mass media,
in the colleges, and to a captive audience of millions in
"social studies" in the public
schools. Since many who
project such an image are
themselves products of years
of the same kind of sociopolitical conditioning, something
very close to perpetual motion
bas been created
The image of the helplessness of the poor is repeatedly
invoked to defeat proposals
for
income
maintenance,
educational vouchers and any
other reforms that would enable the poor to make their
own decisions and eliminate
the caretakers. How helpless
are the poor? And-since I am
speaking as a black "conservative"-specifically, how helpless are blacks?
History shows that one of
the most massive internal
migrations in this country has
been the movement of millions of blacks out of the
South in the last two generations, in order to seek a better
life for themselves. This was
a spontaneous decision of millions of individuals, not organized by indigenous "leaders" nor promoted by outside

caretakers. Gi:>ing even further back in history, to 1850,
the census of that year
showed that most of the halfmillion "free persons of color''
were literate, despite (I) ·b eing
denied access to public
schools in most parts of the
country, (2) being forbidden
by law to go to any schools
in many Southern states, and
(3) having very low incomes
and occupations and few opportunities to cash in on the
education. Private and even
clandestine schools for blacks
existed all over the United
States in 1850, most of them
supported by blacks themselves out of meager incomes.
Today, many ghetto blacks in
cities across the country are
sending their children to
Catholic schools-though the
blacks in question are usually
Protestants-in order to seek
better education than the public schools provide. For example, it has been estimated that
more than 10 percent of all
black children in Chicago go
to Catholic schools. If educational vouchers were to make
education free at both private
and public institutions, would
black parents be too helpless
to make a choice among the
various schools available to
them? Or is the real problem
that many caretakers in the
educational
bureaucracies

would find themselves out of
a job?
At a time when every silly
trend in education is proclaimed in the media as an
"innovation," the struggle of
thousands of poor black families to send their children to
private schools is a nonevent
for those who shape public
opinion. Where these private
schools are Catholic, they are
often in ghetto neighborhoods
abandoned by earlier Catholic
immigrant minorities, and it
is not uncommon today for
the bulk of the student body
in these schools to be nonCatholic. Some of the Catholic
schools
have
achieved
remarkable educational success with black students, at
far lower cost per pupil than
the public schools. But it isn't
news.
Indeed, black advancement
in general isn't news. The research team of Scammon and
Wattenberg was roundly denounced in the media when
it reported very substantial
gains of blacks across a broad
front, in education, income,
occupation and housing in the
decade of the 1960's. In olden
times, messengers were sometimes killed for bringing bad
news to the king. Today those
who bring good news are in
jeopardy, for they are threatening the whole caretaker in·

dustry and undermining an
image supported by the caretakers• allies in the media and
in politics.
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How unusual is a sO<alled
"black conservative"? Not very.
Being an exception to a media
image is not being an exception in real life. The real opinions of flesh-and-blood black
people have repeatedly been
found to be completely different from the "black" opinions
of media- selected "spokesmen."
An Ebony magazine poll
comparing the views of blacks
with those of college students
found blacks consistently
more "conservative" than the
coJlege students. The great
majority of blacks considered
this country worth defending
against foreign enemies and
rejected violence as a means
of achieving social chang~. A
Gallup poll found that a substantial majority of blacks regard the courts as too lenient
on criminals. Still another sur·
vey found that more than
three-quarters of the blacks
describe themselves as "sick
and tired" of hearing attacks
on "traditional American
values.>•
So being a black "conservative" is not quite as distinctive as it ·m ight seem. •

